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Court Odor

All burnt up

Opinion claims some fishy behavior went on
during the momentous Terri Schiavo case.

Life! weighs the benefits and risks of using the
tanning bed this spring.

See page A6
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'By the grace of God'
Lacrosse team still recovering
By Joanne Tang
NEWS REPORTER

ADAM BISHOP

A Company C Marine hoists his young son above his head after returning to Lynchburg Thursday night.
Company C endured several casualties, including LU student Sgt. Jesse Strong. See the full story on page A4.

Falwell's health improves
By Sara Lesley
NEWS EDITOR

On Monday, March 28, Dr. Jerry
Falwell was watching the Duke-LSU
Women's NCAA basketball game at his
home when he suddenly experienced
shortness of breath. He walked upstairs
to find his wife, Macel, and asked her to
take him to the hospital.
She said she would call the ambulance,
but Falwell said they didn't have that
much time — he could not breath.

As Macel Falwell rushed her husband to
Lynchburg General Hospital, Jerry
Falwell slumped over in his seat.
"When they were about two minutes
from the hospital, Dad passed out," said
Jerry Falwell Jr.
"Mom saved his life by continuing on to
the hospital after he passed out in the
car," he added.
Hospital staff were able to resuscitate
Falwell upon his arrival.
Please see FALWELL, page A2

On March 14, Coach
John Westfall and his
lacrosse team were driving towards Biloxi,
Alabama when a car
ahead of them slowed.
Westfall was driving the
first van when he made a
sudden stop. The second
vehicle hit the van, pushing it into the intersection, where it collided
with a tractor-trailer. In
addition to Westfall and
his 7-year-old twin sons,
there were 20 lacrosse
team members in the
vans.
The collision flipped
PHOTO PROVIDED BY THE MOBILE REGISTER
the van a few times
DEVASTATED — Lacrosse players form a huddle to pray for their injured teambefore it landed on its
mates after their buses collided with an 18-wheeler.
side. Uninjured students
rushed out of the second
van to their teammates, who had been 40 staples in his head and also has stitches m
thrown from the vehicle. There were several his right leg to close a large gash.
Gurney was sitting in the front passenger
students trapped under the van and it took
about six students to lift the van off them. seat of the first van where the semi-truck hit.
Westfall and team member Chad Gurney had The front right side was the point of impact.
Gurney had a broken back, a severed leg and
to be cut out of the van.
"We arrived on scene and there were just soon after he was taken to the hospital, docpeople laid out everywhere," said Captain tors found he had a broken jaw.
Coach Westfall and his sons were also
Aubrey Hollingsworth, of the Pritchard Fire
Department. "It's by the grace of God that no injured. Westfall had cuts to his face and one
of his sons had a broken arm while the other
one died."
"The semi pretty much nailed us," said had cuts on his face. They were transported
Ryan Learning, one of the players worst to Springhill Hospital while many team
injured. Learning, who was sleeping in the members were transported to the University
first van, was ejected and ended up under the of South Alabama Medical Center, where
gas tank of the semi-truck. One of his first they were treated by the trauma unit.
memories upon waking was the smell of
Several other students sustained injury.
diesel fuel and blood on his arms. He also Jason Lombardozzi broke his ankle and
remembers being in the helicopter with James Porter has both arms in braces and
teammate Gurney, who was injured the most has a broken collar bone.
and will not return to school this semester.
"My main thing was trying to help my
"Chad and I grabbed hands all the way to teammates. They're like my brothers," said
the hospital," said Learning. He had broken a Ryan Allen, who was in the second van.
vertebrae and wrist and had dislocated his
Please see LACROSSE, page A4
sternum and his collar bone. He has close to

Students in the Service:
By Chelsea Franklin
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Tracks raise safety concerns
By Alicia Wotring
COPY EDITOR

Red lights begin to flash.
An alarm sounds steadily
like a heavy beating heart.
Finally a mighty red and
white striped arm descends,
forbidding passage.
Though the scene may
sound like a sci-fi flick, it is
common
to
Liberty
University patrons traveling
the roadway on the west side
of campus. There, a Norfolk
Southern Railway intersects
with one of two major roads
connecting LU with the rest
of the city.
For many students, that
road is their primary
entrance and exit, leading
directly to Wards Road, with
easy access to U.S. highways
29 and 501. Such is the case
for junior Kim House.
"A lot of times it seems
like right when I'm trying to

get on campus (the trains)
are there, and when I'm trying to leave to go home,
they're there," House said.
The trains do not hold to
any set schedule like passenger trains and can come

at any time. "They're not
there at good times, and
they just stop."

Please see SAFETY, page A4

Andrew Mayhew, 21, of
Harmony, N.C., is a second
semester sophomore at
Liberty and plans to obtain
a bachelor of science degree
in History. He joined the
ROTC program at Liberty
University and the Army
Reserves
846th
Transportation Company,
out of Salisbury N.C.,
expecting to earn finances
for college and gain a positive learning experience to
help shape his life.
Little did Mayhew know,
the military would become
more than a single shaping
experience, but the calling
of his life.
On Feb. 11
2003
during
drill,
Mayhew
learned that he
would
be
deployed to Iraq.
When he told his
family about the
news they were concerned
but supportive.
"I called them from drill
as soon as our commander

PHOTO PROVIDED

PREPARED FOR BATTLE — Sophomore Andrew Mayhew serves as a U.S. Army
B8M Motor Transport Operator in Iraq.

told us; it was
pretty emotional.
It was by far harder for my parents
than it was for
me. I had been
expecting it for
about a month
and had been getting prepared," Mayhew
said.
When they reached Iraq,
88M-Motor
Transport

Students

ADAM UISJIUI*

WHISTLE BLOWER — Time-lapsed photography captures car headlights as
they stream across the railroad crossing.

Operator, Mayhew and his
unit
preformed
their
responsibilities as they were
told. "We ran military convoys with supplies all over
Iraq and Kuwait. Our unit
went to just about every corner of that country. The
guys in my unit did their
jobs professionally and I am
proud of everyone of them,"
Mayhew said.
Please see MAYHEW, page A4
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Sick day lessons:
0QG CIIEH] 00 Qffl BSfflU
and Matlock vs. Angela Lansbury
|j. bauer
Today is my sick day. I never take sick other wonderful things you are missing
days. Usually, when I find myself ill, I while away but that list isn't very long and
seem to think the best cure is to ignore probably ends with: 8) Tube Socks.
the symptoms until they go away or else
A friend, who knows you are sick,
distract myself by coming into contact brings you a PEZ dispenser as if it can
with as many people as possible. Then, if make everything better, as if your
they are sick the next day, I'll know that headache and fever will just disappear by
I'm contagious and should consider see- the magic of PEZ. Well, it does, oddly
ing a doctor. Yesterday, I went. That was enough. Later, after you've eaten a few,
my first mistake because he confined me you wonder where someone got the idea
to my room for two days.
of pulling strawberry candy tablets out of
— - — — — ^ —
someone's
Generally, I
loathe
the
n
e c k .
"When under quarantine for long
idea of skipWhoever was
periods of time (and for those of us clever enough
ping class and
missing work. with ADD that's only about 2 minutes) to come up
It is much
with that idea
more of a you begin doing things you never saw is probably in
hassle
to
prison today.
yourself doing before."
make
up
The
TV
schoolwork
comes
on
than it is to sit through class coughing again and it's "Murder, She Wrote."
congestive material into a nice, reusable Angela Lansbury can be pretty feisty
handkerchief. But today, I tried going to when the going gets tough. How is it that
class, became dizzy and went back home. she is somehow connected with every perSo, I've been in my room all day long.
son murdered in Cabbott Cove but is
When under quarantine for long peri- never herself a suspect? Which leads to
ods of time (and for those of us with ADD another interesting thought: If the crime
that's only about 2 minutes) you begin rate is so high in Cabbott Cove, why are so
doing things you never saw yourself doing many people living there? Surely it's a
before. Take for example watching the real estate investor's nightmare. Was
soap opera. Who thought they could be Matlock or Mrs. Fletcher the better detecso interesting? All of the drama, all of the tive? We'll never know now, I suppose.
back-stabbing and vicious lies, melodra- That's irritating.
matic story arches. It's like CNN with
Only five minutes have passed. Maybe
personality.
the clock is broken. Maybe you've been so
Then, after a time, you begin to call busy for the past year that you forgot just
people at school to make sure it still how long the day was. Now you rememexists. It does, and not only does it exist, ber. Now you know why it's important
you learn a young child is playing the vio- not to be sick ever again.
lin in DeMoss Hall. You think of all the

Falwelh Heart is healthy
Continued from Page A1

A massive buildup of fluid in his lungs
caused his breathing to completely stop.
Doctors immediately put Falwell back on a
ventilator. Later in the week, Falwell was
taken off the machine and was breathing on
his own.
Falwell believes this latest health problem
is unrelated to the pneumonia that put him
in the hospital a few weeks ago.
"The doctors have not determined what
caused the most recent episode but they have
ruled out (a) heart attack, congestive heart
failure and coronary artery blockages,"
Falwell Jr. said.
"His heart is strong, his arteries are clear
and further tests are being conducted to
identify the cause of the fluid collecting in his
lungs on last Monday night," Falwell Jr. said
yesterday.
Doctors are still monitoring Falwell's
recovery, which has steadily improved.
"He is doing so well that they have moved
him out of the coronary unit at the hospital,"
Falwell Jr.said this Saturday. "Today, he
shows no signs of the ordeal he has endured."
Jerry Falwell was walking around the hospital hallways for exercise and communicating with his family over the weekend.
Although he wanted to preach at Thomas
Road Baptist Church this last Sunday, Falwell
was still recovering and opted to not preach.
His son, Jonathan Falwell, the executive vice
president of TRBC preached in his absence.
Meanwhile, the Liberty University administration is looking forward to the University'**
Chancellor to come back.
"The entire University family has been
praying for the Chancellor and his family.
As it appears he is on the mend, we are
thankful our prayers have been answered,"
said Executive Vice President General Dave
Young.

Dr. Jerry Falwell

"The administrative team the Chancellor
has formed is continuing to function as he
would wish which is a testament to his leadership," Young said. "We eagerly await his
full return to duty."
As news of his illness reached the media,
several national leaders called to offer warm
wishes to Jerry Falwell, including Larry
Flynt, Rev. Jesse Jackson, Alan Keyes and
former president George Bush, Sr.
"Our entire family deeply appreciates the
prayers and outpouring of support from the
Liberty University family," Falwell Jr. said.
"The prospects for a full recovery are excellent."
Cards, balloons or flowers to Dr. Jerry
Falwell may be sent to: Office of the
Chancellor at Liberty University or
Lynchburg General Hospital.
Contact Sara Lesley at sllesley@liberty.edu.

Conference speakers teach Internet Evangelism
By Aaron Bennett
NEWS REPORTER

Where can you spend as little as
two hours a day and be heard by
nearly one million people per
month? According to Rowland
Croucher, a workshop speaker at
Liberty University's first Internet

The Liberty

Evangelism conference, such a far- tered attendees.
reaching platform is literally just a
Dan Henrich, a Liberty professor
click away. Croucher, a 67-year-old and media strategy consultant,
retired Baptist pastor from spearheaded the planning of the conMelbourne, Australia, was one of ference. According to Henrich,
the many speakers on campus to Liberty University is the first college
champion the proliferating new to host an Internet evangelism conmedium and highlight new poten- ference. In addition, it is the first
tial for cyberspace for the 160 regis- conference to offer Web casts of the
workshops to registrants on the Web
site, ie-21stcentury.com, and the first
to be held in a wireless-networked
environment.
According to Henrich, all of the
workshop speakers volunteered
upfront for the opportunity to speak
at the conference. "They were all
interested in the venue and the
opportunity to share," he said. The
speakers were willing to pay for their
own airfare in order to attend, while
the conference committee provided
the lodging. Registration ranged
from the standard fee of $60 to a
special discounted rate of $10 for
Liberty students.
Henrich had planned the conference since November. The graduate
ADAM BISHOP
department
began discussing
the need to hold
1971 University Blvd.
a forum on the
Lynchburg, VA 24506
(434) 582-2124

ion

topic of Internet evangelism. The the modern world is becoming,
conference attained a higher profile including a kitchen grill with a USB
when Dr. Sterling Huston, chairman uplink.
of the Internet Evangelism Coalition
Henrich recalled a post he read in
offered to attend the conference.
a newsgroup that warned, "Internet
Lisa Hall, a senior elementary edu- evangelism would be the lost opporcation major who worked audio for tunity for the decade, in terms for the
church."
When
the conference, attendaddressed with lined a conference that
was led by Kyle
"(The conference) gering public skepconcerning
Lawrence, a 17-yearhas educated me ticism
Internet evangelold who produces and
on things I didn't ism,
Henrich
Web casts Christian
videos.
Lawrence even know existed." emphasizes that
the
conference
operates the Web site
teaches evangelists
www.persecution.com.
Jamie Sylvester
how to tell people
"I thought it was going
SENIOR COMMUNICATIONS MAJOR
the same message
to be boring, but it was
the church has
actually very interesting," said Hall. Hall also learned always taught, just in a different way.
Conference speaker Rev. David
ways to utilize the Web for follow-up
Bruce, founder of Hollywoodin evangelism.
"(The conference) has educated, Jesus.com, concluded in the closme on things I didn't even know ing session that when it comes to
existed" said Jamie Sylvester, a sen- the church and the Internet, "It is
ior communications major. Sylvester not a question of either/or...it's
attended a workshop on new media both."
technology and trends, led by Dr.
For information about viewing the
Harry Sova, a professor at Liberty. conference workshops online, visit
According to Sylvester, one of the 1e-21stcentury.com.
most interesting aspects of the conContact Aaron Bennett at ajbenference was learning how integrated nett@liberty.edu.
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Students
3

recount

life-changing

experiences from missions

trips

Guatemala

PHOTO PROVIDED

MINISTRY—Richard Gretsky has visited Infants Paradise orphanage for three years.

stayed with the kids at the orphan- we were at the orphanage painting
age along with an amalgam of 50 their rooms, inside and out. Bright,
exciting colors and fun, scenic
other Liberty students.
This year, our ministry was more murals.
By Richard Gretsky
Our entire emphasis existed in
centralized than ever before. Our
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
main ministry was with the serving and loving the kids and
orphans, of which there are now showing them Christ through our
Each ministry is special, whether almost 60, and virtually all the time actions and words. We proudly and
in the states or in another country. we spent was with them. Because gladly served and loved the chilA part of my heart just happens to the 10 of us who went this spring dren. All who have went know that
have been left on the top of a small had all been there before, we knew our service was not menial, but
mountain in little Llano Verde, that our strongest ministry was to grand in the eyes of our Lord.
the orphans.
Guatemala.
We are confident that the
While in the past the group has
We all had relationships with the orphans' lives will never be the
gone as part of an official ministry kids from previous years and excit- same, and because of this we
tea, the year we organized our own edly spent our time caring for them rejoice and we pray for them. We
trip the visit the children we love.
and pouring into their lives positive always pray for them
Infants Paradise orphanage is a influence and loving on them with
Contact Richard Gretsky at
home that I have away from the gracious love of Christ.
Michigan and Virginia. It is a world
The time that we did not spend rrgretsky@liberty.edu.
away in Central America. I have with them was spent for them.
been there the past three years and While they were learning at school,

Thailan

INDIA

the Thai people were with us being there.
There were times when I would watch
them serve us water or food during the
Over spring break I had the opportunity hottest part of the day. They had lost so
to serve on a missions trip to help the much and yet still wanted to be servants —
tsunami victims in Thailand. Fifty other to us. The people in Thailand made just as
Liberty students and myself were able to much of an impact in my life as I did in
work side by side and help rebuild some of theirs.
the homes for the families who had lost
At the beginning of the trip, I realized
everything they owned.
how strong of a religion Buddhism was in
Just meeting the people who were influ- Thailand. To be honest, I had my doubts at
enced by the tsunami was an experience in the beginning that we were going to see
itself. I was amazed at how appreciative people come to know Christ, but as usual
God showed me what little faith I had in
his power. Nearly 30 people accepted
Christ as their Savior while we were there,
including people we barely even met.
For example, the man who drove us on
his ferry about every day accepted Christ.
In the middle of the week, he asked our
translator what exactly we were doing here
in Thailand. Our translator was able to tell
him that we had not just come to help
reconstruct homes but to also tell people
about Jesus Christ and what he's done for
them.
Ever since I have come back from
Thailand I can't get past the fact that I
have hope in knowing where I'm going
when I die and there are so many people in
Thailand that don't have that hope. God
broke my heart for the people in Thailand
over spring break. And I can speak for others who went on this trip that God did the
same for them as well. There is a gift that
God's given to me, the gift of eternal life,
and I was blessed to be able to share this
gift with people who had never heard of
the name of Jesus before.
By Ashley Mull

By Linda Laferriere

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

NEWS REPORTER

I went with 30 other people to India March
10 through 21. It was an experience I'll never
forget. All of us had only a month to decide
whether or not we wanted to go on this trip,
and then a month to raise the support and get
organized and ready to go.
Something that I am truly appreciative is the
way the student body pulled together their
resources and prayers for those of us going on
the trip. Not only did that happen for our
team, but for groups who went out all across
the world over spring break.
When we got to India, 10 people left from our
team to go to a southern part of India where
they would be delivering water. Our team of 21
still didn't know exactly what we would be
doing. We boarded a bus to go to the
Hindustan Bible Institute where we would be
staying. The drive there was crazy, with people
everywhere, and the city was dirty. It was
about 3 or 4 a.m., and there were still people
everywhere.
"It's one thing to hear about cultural differences overseas, but its completely different to
actually live them," said Charles Porter.
The group spent most of the week ministering with Hindustan Bible Institute. Each day
we traveled a few hours from Chennai, to different villages and helped in the construction
of thatch roof huts, medical camps and relational work.
"There was a depth of spiritual darkness,
that I had never experienced before. The people were sincere in their false beliefs, and in
desperate need of someone to give them something else to live for," said sophomore David
Stout.
Monday was the first day that we actually
ministered in a village affected by the tsunami.

PHOTO PROVIDED

OUTREACH — Linda Laferriere cradles a baby while visiting one of the villages in India.

When we got there all of the people from the
village came out to greet us. It was so beautiful. They had been crying for months, because
of the devastation of the tsunami. When we got
there, they just had so much joy, because of the
fact that we were coming to help them. So
these women invited me and a few other girls
into their home for a dance party. The home
consisted of a few wall hangings on the wall,
and water lines up to almost our necks, but
they still were so happy, and had so much joy.
Another day we went to a village to aid in the.
workings of a medical camp. Eventually we all
wandered into this one room school house,
where Jason Hite, an LU senior was teaching
all of the kids Bible songs. The lads would
repeat every word he said, so he took advantage of that fact and started teaching them
. songs.
"Going to India was a life-changing experience for me, yet it seems like I learned more
from it after the trip, because I could compare
the two cultures. I could see that we could help
India, but that India can also help us," said
PHOTO PROVIDED
Contact Ashley Mull at
Danielle Sarchet.
Contact
Linda
Laferriere
at THAI BABY—Ashley Mull holds a young girl whose fami- ty.edu.
ly lost their home in the tsunami disaster.
ldlaferriere@liberty.edu.

Argentina

opportunities to the students by having them
sing, perform dramas, preach, share testimonies, witness, as well as one-on-one discipleship. With the churches, we were able to
encourage and equip pastors and Christian
By Annamarie McCoy
workers," Carson said.
NEWS REPORTER
After about 20 hours of travel, the team
While students escaped to the four corners arrived in Santa Fe. Rain had flooded the
of the globe for spring break, a group of 22 stu- region and on the first morning of the trip, the
dents, Dwayne Carson and his wife, Donita, team traveled to a church in a poor area of the
city. Each team member walked two blocks in
made up the Argentina team this year.
"This spring break trip had the mark of the thick mud streets to minister and encourbeing significant more than just successful. age the church. The language barrier was hard
We were able to provide a number of ministry but many of the students pulled through with
access to four translators. Two of which
were Liberty's contacts in Santa Fe.
The two other
translators,
Jonathan Overholser
and Anna Michal
become
instant
friends with the
team. Michal is a
Liberty student who
has
been
in
Argentina
since
January spreading
the Gospel. Michal
says, "One thing I
have learned this
week is to never let
your heart grow cold
PHOTO PROVIDED
to
sharing
the
SCHOOL MINISTRY — Annamarie McCoy interacts with young girls at a Christian school
Gospel. The people of
in Argentina. The team evangelized several schools with the gospel.

armull@liber-

Argentina are thirsty for the truth; something
worth living for. It's been a privilege to be here
for the last three months and with this team
glorifying His name."
Early in the week, ministry opportunities
began to present themselves. Each day was
packed with 18 hours of work. The Argentine
people love staying up late and having naps in
the afternoon. The team evangelized in
schools, churches, prisons, cities outside of
Santa Fe for outreach, ice cream socials with
the youth from two churches. The team also
experienced a little of the culture by visiting a
theatre, an art museum, drinking a popular
drink called mate, and tasting the meat at a
barbecue.
With each ministry opportunity, the members of the team supported each other and
became very close to each other. One of the
highlights of the trip was ministering to a men
and women's prison. In the prisons, God did
PHOTO PROVIDED
amazing work. Most of the women in the
prison were there for murder or drug traffick- CLAPPING PRAISE — Argentine schoolchildren clap along
ing. Each woman had a story. God began to with the music as the LU team sings at their school.
work in the lives of each of the team members
and in the lives of the prisoners.
affected. Freshman Matt Gallant said, 'The
In the men's prison, only the guys were sweetness of the fellowship of the Argentine
allowed in, while the girls waited on the bus people is unparallel to anything in the United
outside. There was a homeless man digging in States." With a recorded 80 salvations, includthe trash for food. On the bus, there were din- ing the team's bus-driver, God's presence hovner meals from the night before still on the ered over the team and Argentina. Senior
bus. The bus-driver, Walter, gave this man a Chris Deitsch summed it up best when he said,
tract and the rest of the meals the team had. "Some people call this a sacrifice, I call it
The first thing the man did was read the tract refreshing."
through before he even touched the food.
Contact Annamarie McCoy at amccoy@libThe guys came out of the prison deeply erty.edu.
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Company C Marines come home to Lynchburg
By Joanne Tang
NEWS REPORTER

Company C is finally home. At
long last, after more than seven
months in Iraq, where tomorrow
is not always guaranteed, Marine
Corp's Company C is back in
Lynchburg, with family and
friends. About 75 members of
Company C came back to
Lynchburg Thursday nigh,t from
Camp Pendleton in California.
They were greeted by the deafening applause and support of family, friends, Marine Corp veterans
and people who simply came to
show these brave men and women
their love.
The
Lynchburg
Fire
Department was also in attendance, hanging the American flag
on a fire truck's hook and ladder.
The lights from the ladder cast a

ADAM BISHOP

LONG WAIT — A couple embraces after
Company C Marines arrived in Lynchburg.

dim glow onto the flag and the
crowd. Signs and streamers decorated the area, saying things like
"welcome home" and "we're
proud of you." One read "daddy I
missed you a bunch."
As the first sirens and flashing
blue lights came down Graves
Mill Road, the crowd erupted
with noise.
American flags waved furiously
as a stream of Marine Corp veterans rode motorcycles behind the
police cruisers. When the two
large tour buses drove in, the
noise became thunder. Marines
streamed out of the buses to find
their families.
The soldiers of Company C were
excited to be home, to return to
American soil to the family and
friends who have supported them
since being called up in June
2004. While there are members
of Company C not with their families right now, notably Liberty
graduate Jesse Strong, who was
killed in battle in January, there
was still an overwhelming sense
of pride as one stood among a sea
of American red, white, blue and
camouflage.
"We've been waiting on this for
a while," said the father of James
Fisher, a member of Company C.
Their plans are to simply "enjoy
what we've missed over these past
eight months."
"Great. More than great," said
Adam Asbrock, Charlie Company
member from Lynchburg, a huge
smile on his face.
"Wonderful. A loss of words
right now," said company member Jack Crandall, a Lynchburg
native.

"We've been gone way too
long," said Timothy Andrews,
from Cincinnati, with a smile.
The joy on Cpl. Matthew
Cannon's face was undeniable as
he hugged relatives and friends. A
four-legged friend was not to be
ignored though. As he knelt down
to give his dog Winnie a hug, it
was a rekindling of a friendship
long missed.
In the center of the chaos,
Lance Cpl. Steven McFadden and
Andrew Jordan stood together,
saying their goodbyes.
"It's really hard you know, to
leave your brothers," said
McFadden. Before parting, they
exchanged one more heartfelt
hug. Soldiers everywhere were
echoing the same sentiments.
Chris Webb and Chris ChangLo, cadets from Virginia Military
Institute, came to show support
for
their
senior
mentor,
Cpl.Justin Roberts.
The men and women of Charlie
Company will wait at least a year
until they have the chance to be
called up again. They will return
to their civilian lives and many of
them will return to college.
On April 9, 50 more Marines
will arrive from Iraq and resume
their lives. Though they will not
forget the experiences in the
Middle East, Company C will also
not forget each other. The few and
the proud have gone to war and
have come back to tell the rest of
the world their tales. The stories
will be left on the minds of future
generations, the great story of
Company C and their seven
months in enemy territory.
They may have left just as men

ADAM BISHOP

FINALLY HOME — A young girl hugs her father's neck at Company C's homecoming last
Thursday. The Marines spent seven months in combat in Iraq.

and women but they returned as sweet.
brothers and sisters. Their bravContact
Joanne
ery and sacrifice will never be forgotten. This is the story of jtang@liberty.edu.
Company C, triumphant and

Tang
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Safety: LUPD cautions students to stay aware
Continued from page 1

their main goal right now is prevention.
"It's heartbreaking the number of peoLess than a mile from the campus ple who (die) each year," Chapman said.
In 2004, almost 370 people died in railentrance, Norfolk Southern owns a train
yard just northeast of the River Ridge road crossing accidents alone, according
Mall. Robin Chapman, a public relations to the Federal Railroad Administration.
manager for Norfolk Southern, said that However, the number has steadily
when the trains stop, they are dropping declined since 1980, according to the
off and picking up cars. He said the Angels On Track Foundation, a train safeprocess generally only takes a few min- ty organization. It attributes a large part
utes, but for students who are in a hurry to of that to an increase in gates. As it stands
leave campus, many use alternative exits. • now, only 23 percent of public crossings
"I don't wait because I don't have the have gates, and they are 80 to 90 percent
patience," House said. "I leave and take more effective than "RR" signs or stop
the main entrance or
^
~
~ "-~"^~^^^~~—^^~^— s i g n s .
take the new 460
"Just because you don't see a train However,
exit—that's good."
having
coming doesn't mean a train isn't
gates does
While many stunot guardents find the trains
coming. You get to these railroad
n t e e
to be a nuisance,
crossings, (and) you should be think- asafety.
their primary coning there's a train all the time."
cern should be safe"I never
ty, according to
really
LUPD Detective Sgt.
trusted
Detective Sgt. Joseph Vega
Joseph Vega.
LIBERTY UN1VKRS1TY POLICE DEPARTMENT
the gates,"
"Just because you
Vega said.
don't see a train
"Even
doesn't mean a train isn't coming," Vega when they're up I still look and listen.
said. "You get to these railroad crossings, There's always that possibility that they
(and) you should be thinking there's a might not be operational."
train all the time."
Another hazard is trespassing on the
LUPD has recently made a concerted tracks. In 2003, according to Operation
effort to increase awareness about train Lifesaver, another train safety organizasafety on campus. According to Vega, tion, 500 people died because of trespassthere have been no accidents or incidents ing on railroad property. In Virginia, six
recently, but said that in the past when people were killed and 14 wounded
trains were stopped, students would climb because of trespassing, according the
under the trains to get across. He said FRA.

ADAM BISHOP

BACK DOOR — A car rolls over the railroad crossing at the back entrance of Main Campus. Students say the new exit
onto Route 460 has cut back on the hassle of getting off campus when a train is stopped on the tracks.

"Only cross tracks at grade crossings,"
Chapman said. "(Don't) walk along the
paths. Not only is it dangerous, but it's
illegal because it's private property. One
could be subject to arrest for trespassing.
But the issue for us is safety."
A train is much wider than the tracks it
travels on, presenting a very dangerous
situation for people walking along the
tracks, according to Vega. He said the
train hangs over the tracks about 3 feet on
each side, carrying a very high probability
of getting hit if walking next to the tracks.
Another danger is that if a driver should
get stuck on the tracks for any reason, a
heavy train traveling 55 miles per hour
needs 5,000 feet (close to a mile) to come
to a stop.
"I don't think the students realize trains
can't swerve," Vega said. "They can only
go where the track is telling them to go.
And they're very, difficult to stop. You
should always look before you cross those
ADAM BISHOP
crossings."
Contact
Alicia
Wotring
at TRAIN APPROACHING — Trains often make their way
down the Norfolk Southern railroad by Main Campus.

Lacrosse: Team survives
Continued from page 1

Colorado School of Mines all expressed disbelief and posted updates on the team's
Dr. Mark Hine, vice president for student condition for several days.
affairs, Dean Haoyung Chien and Campus
"The entire lacrosse community kept
Pastor Tim Jackson flew down with John and the Liberty team in our
Westfall's wife and daughter to Alabama. thoughts," said Eric Johnson, faculty adviThey first stopped at the USAMC and then sor for Winthrop University, where
to the hotel where the uninjured and dis- Westfall used to coach.
charged were being housed. Several disFor now the students are recovering,
charged team members, though injured, whether at home or on campus. Many playvisited their teammates and coach in both ers are looking forward to returning to
hospitals.
school and resuming
The team members
their lives. For those who
"It's amazing that
express a stronger bond
won't be able to return to
between them and God
Liberty right away, their
everyone's still alive.
and between each other.
studies will hopefully be
"Ryan would not leave
done through distance
Ryan Allen
the hospital until Chad
learning.
LACROSSE TEAM MEMBER
was out of back surgery,"
Gurney is beginning a
said Jackson. "It was
long road to recovery and
incredible to see the camaraderie and sup- surgery on his back and leg has gone well.
port and love."
He has begun to make good progress in
"It's amazing that everyone's still alive," walking again, recently taking 15 steps
said Allen. In such a serious accident, it was when before he could only go a few feet. He
obvious that God was protecting everyone has returned to his home in Maine for more
in those vans. An outpouring of love and physical therapy and recuperation. "He's an
support came from the United States inspiration for everybody," said Jackson.
Lacrosse Intercollegiate Associates Web
site message boards. Many colleges and
Contact
Joanne
Tang
at
universities including Winthrop University, jtang@liberty.edu.
Santa Clara University, Auburn University,
the University of Maryland and the
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Amazement Square shapes up recreation
By Aja Burden

she smiles. Within moments,
she sweeps the kids out the
door and they head off.
A babysitter stares at the
Amazement
Square
clock as two rambunctious became a remedy for thoulittle boys play WWF sands of parents and babysitwrestling in the living room. ters in Lynchburg in 2001.
The babysitter glances out The children's museum is
the window with a frown. The possibly Lynchburg's best
rain continues to pour down. kept secret. It boasts a fourShe looks around the house story climbing tower, possifor an activity that could sus- bly North America's largest,
tain the children's attention complete with nets, ropes
until their parents come and slides for kids to scramhome. A brightly colored ble along. The colorful illumiflyer catches her eye eye and nating staircases delight
guests as
t h e y
mount to
e a c h
level. In
every
corner
waits
another
chance
for children to
interact,
learn and
explore.
At
the
first visit
to such
an amazi n g
museum,
only one
question
crosses
JEREMY STEPHENS
the mind,
"Who
AMAZED—Amazement Square offers children a chance to
could
discover new things while having a good time.
NEWS REPORTER

have come up with such a
wonderful place?"
In 1992 The Junior League
of Lynchburg did an extensive survey to find out what
the community wanted. They
quickly discovered that many
parents desired a safe and
fun learning place for their
kids. In 1993 Amazement
Square was born and handed
over to a board of directors as
a non-profit organization. As
generous grants poured in,
exhibit developing companies were recruited to create
a uniquely interactive learning experience for kids.
"When we do these exhibits,
our goal is to make it as
diverse, educational and
hands-on as possible," said
Dana Poleski, a public relations representative for
Amazement Square.
Every section of the building correlates to a different
theme. Children can play in a
life-sized replica of a
Monacan Indian hut, walk
through the valves of a
pumping heart or throw
washable paint around in a
glass chamber. The best thing
about Amazement Square is
that everything works.
Though most museums have
broken and unusable activities, at Amazement Square
parents and children can jam
together in a music room
filled with real guitars, or join
in a virtual game of volleyball

JEREMY STEPHENS

BUGGY—Huge renditions of insects are scattered around the courtyard of Amazement Square in Lynchburg.

against a computer robot or
do any number of the set
activities.
"We have 11 full-time staff
and 25 gallery staff who walk
around and make sure everything is clean and in working
condition. We also have a
huge volunteer staff and we
are always looking for more,"
Poleski said.
"My favorite part about
working here is teaching the
kids something new in a fun
way. Their little faces light

up," worker Monique Baughn
said.
It is educational and the
children have no complaints
about it. When asked what
his favorite part of the museum is, 6-year-old Carey
responded "Everything!" Six
and a half-year old Anna said
that "Putting the pots together was really great." Children
aren't the only ones who can
appreciate the museum; parents can be seen at the activity stations enjoying them-

selves, too.
Amazement Square has
enough activities to keep
children busy for hours.
Outside the window, the
James River rolls on with its
fountain shooting high into
the air. The babysitter pats
herself on the back. What
better place could there be to
take kids to learn and have
fun?
Contact Aja Burden
ajburden@liberty.edu.
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Mayhew: Back at LU Debate tops two divisions
Continued from page 1

Mayhew is convinced that his
unit did an excellent job and stresses the importance of not only
accepting the negative images that
he believes the media portrays of
the military, but also the positive
images that he thinks need to be
shown more often.
"You always hear about all the
bad things that go on and not so
much about the good things,"
Mayhew said.
He gave a prime example of the
kind of positive projects his unit

was involved in. "While we were in
Northern Iraq, where local schools
had been destroyed, we helped
rebuild them," Mayhew said.
After spending a year and four
months in Iraq and returning home
to Liberty, Andrew Mayhew made a
decision based on what he believes
is a calling from God. Mayhew
decided to dedicate his life to serving his country.
"I believe it takes a special kind
of person to dedicate their life to a
full-time
military
lifestyle,"
Mayhew said.
With confidence in his crew, the
only thing that
Andrew Mayhew
said he regrets
only one thing.
"If we had lost
anyone in our
unit I would've
probably been
very devastated
that I hadn't
shared
Christ
with as many as I
c 0 u 1d ' v e , "
Mayhew said.
Contact Chelsea
1 Franklin
at
cnfranklin@liberty.edu.

PHOTO PROVIDED

MILITARY MAN — After spending 16 months in Iraq with the Army,
Andrew Mayhew wants to go in the military full time.

Although LU recruits experienced debaters from .
across the country, the doors of opportunity are not
closed to students without debate experience, said
Liberty's Director of Debate Dr. Brett O'Donnell.
"We teach them (students) from the ground
up...anyone who wants to join can," said O'Donnell.
Liberty's debate squad, larger than most, is unique
because half of its members are novice debaters.
According to team members, it is especially sweet
to win novice championships because it highlights
the quality of coaching Liberty students receive.
O'Donnell, who has directed the debate program at
Liberty for 14 years, was asked to serve as an advisor
for the Bush-Cheney Campaign during the 2004
Presidential debates.
During the Dolan Peace and Justice Series debate
on March 31, the third series debate Liberty has hosted to focus on poverty in the community, O'Donnell
called debate "the cornerstone" of democracy.
Liberty's debate program has long been an administrative favorite, not only because of the national
recognition it earns, but because of the applicable
training that debate students receive.
"Our debaters' mouths will be running long after
football players' leg's are not. Debaters, unlike any
athlete, have the potential to change the culture,"
Chancellor Jerry Falwell told the Washington Post
last February.

By Angela Franulovich
NEWS REPORTER

Without a doubt, some Liberty University students
are ready and willing to engage in a public debate.
And more often than not, they win big-time.
Last month, Liberty's debate team ranked number
one overall in the American Debate Association's
National Ranking Championship for the eighth time.
Nine of Liberty's competing teams advanced into
elimination rounds, with the novice team of Georgia
Hamann and Kirsten Porter-Stransky winning the
ADA Novice National Championship. •
"Getting to the finals is a big thing," sophomore
Amanda Costa said.
The team of Costa and sophomore Glen Koch finished second in the junior varsity competition, while
seniors Jonathan Day and Josh Autry tied for fourth
place in the varsity division.
After overall points were tallied, LU out-ranked
rival University of Mary Washington by more than
40 points and Cornell University by more than 250,
securing LU's top-ranked slot in the national competition for another year.
According to the National Liberty Journal, Liberty
finished last year's competition "with the most rankings points of any school in the history of the ADA."
Liberty's debate team has won 15 national ranking
championships during the last 11 seasons, regularly
Contact Angela Franulovich at afranulovich@libtopping teams from the most exclusive universities in
America including Harvard and Yale.
erty.edu.
Debate team member junior Lindsey
Hoban, credits the team's success to lots
of hard work and long hours on the part of
team members in addition to "an excellent coaching staff and abundant administrative support."
"They (the coaches) make sure we have
top-notch evidence and the skills we
need," said sophomore Hyatt Shirkey.
In line with team's mission to develop
the "educational skills of its members,"
Shirkey said that debate prep-work has
bom sharpened his research skills and
increased his knowledge of the world.

Take Classes at NOVA
Catch up on coursework or get a
head start on next year's classes.
We have hundreds of transferable
courses at low tuition rates.
Apply and register online!
12-week and 6-week sessions
start May 16 and June 27.
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Opinion

"Do what Michael Schiavo tells you or
you will be terminated."
Nurse Carla Iyer's instructions regarding Terri Schiavo's care
SWORN 2003 AFFIDAVIT

I nj u sti ce sti n ks
Schiavo men reek of abuse and corruption
Teresa Marie Schiavo
died last Thursday after
being withheld food and
water for nearly two weeks
because her parents Bob
and Mary Schindler lost a
protracted legal fight with
Terri's husband Michael
Schiavo.
I watched this situation
closely
as it unfolded for
juliaseymour
the past several weeks, listening to hours of radio programming and reading articles
on the Internet including actual court documents. Alternately, I have felt angry, frustrated, helpless and hopeless
watching the Schindler family try to save their daughter's life
only to join the nation watch as they lost her.
Since I began examining the Schiavo case I have smelled
something very fishy emanating from Florida. The stench
seems to be coming from three men: Michael Schiavo, Judge
George Greer and Michael Schiavo's attorney, George Felos.
Michael Schiavo reeks of opportunism, greed and possibly even criminal behavior. Perhaps coincidence, but perhaps more—he was the only person with Terri when she collapsed in 1990 depriving her brain of oxygen and becoming
severely brain damaged. He has said that Terri had an eating
disorder, which has not been confirmed by anyone else; that
their marriage was happy at the time, which has been disputed by family and friends; and only sought to have Terri's
feeding tube removed after he won more than a million dollars in malpractice suits and was involved with another
woman according to reports on worldnetdaily.com, the testimony of guardian ad litem, Richard L. Pearse Jr. and
Michael Schiavo's statements in court and to the press.
A1991 bone scan, available on the Christian Communication Network site and FreeRepublic.com, taken about a year
after Terri's collapse, showed evidence of a broken back, several broken ribs, two broken knees and ankles and a broken
femur. These seem to indicate more serious injuries from
about the time of Terri's collapse than just falling in her
house. One doctor quoted in the Free Republic article said
the injuries would be more consistent with a car accident.
Michael Schiavo is a controlling man who micromanaged
Terri's care from the outset. Nurse Carla Sauer Iyer, one of
Terri's nurses, swore in court that her "initial training there
consisted solely of the instruction, 'Do what Michael Schiavo
tells you or you will be terminated.'" She said he was overbearing, menacing and intimidating to most of the staff and
would not allow any therapy to be done, even "range of
motion" exercises.
Michael Schiavo and his attorney have insisted that Terri
Schiavo was incapable of swallowing her own food or water,
that she cannot speak and that all of her movements and
sounds are mere reflexes. Both Terri's
family, Bob and Mary Schindler,
and nurses, like Iyer, have
said that these statements
are incorrect.
"Terri spoke on a regular basis while in my
presence. . . 'Help me'
was, in fact one of her
most frequent utterances," Iyer testified.

Terri also moved her arms and indicated needs for pain medication and diaper changes, but all of Iyer's positive notes
would be removed from the charts by the next shift she said in
the affidavit.
Iyer said for years and recently on radio shows like "The
Savage Nation" that her job was terminated after she went to
the police because she found needle marks on Terri's body
and an insulin vial in the garbage after leaving her alone with
Michael Schiavo. Two other nurses, Heidi Law and Carolyn
Johnson, have also backed up Iyer's claims. Their statements
are available on Newsmax.com and other Web sites.
The truth is that Michael Schiavo knew he would gain
hundreds of thousands of dollars inheriting her entire estate
when Terri died and he had a girlfriend he wanted to marry.
Despite this, the courts let him retain custody of Terri,
accepted his testimony that she would want to die and
ordered her feeding tube removed.
That brings me to the second man in the Schiavo ordeal:
Judge George Greer of Florida's Sixth Judicia Circuit court.
Greer's stench is that of an arrogant and corrupt judge. Greer
threw out the testimony of Terri's second guardian ad litem,
Richard L. Pearse Jr., who pointed out the conflict of interest on Michael Schiavo's part and well as the coincidental
timing of saying Terri "would not want to live like this"
shortly after amassing over a million dollars from malpractice suits. Greer also prevented tests from being done on
Terri as medical technology improved through the years.
Ann Coulter, Phyllis Schlafly and many others who make a
living researching and writing about critical moral, social and
political issues have pointed out that Greer ignored doctors
and other people's testimony that was favorable to Terri's
right to live, consistently denied appeals by Terri's family,
sometimes without giving reasons, and has refused to suspect philanderer Michael Schiavo of anything but love for his
brain-damaged wife. That is absurd. Any person with a brain
can look at the bare facts and say Michael Schiavo has motivation to getridof Terri. So what's the deal? How can a judge

get things so very wrong?
Schlafly wrote in Human Events online edition that Greer
has been asked to recuse himself five times and would not
step down and "has ruled like a dictator over Terri, determined to ensure her death. Among numerous reasons Greer
was asked to recuse himself, were his acting as Terri's
guardian ad litem against Florida law and a number of
alleged conversations about the case as it was ongoing
according to EmpireJournal.com. Judges are forbidden to
discuss the case with other people because they could be
influenced in some way.
There is no certain answer to the basis of Greer's motivation to kill Terri, although campaign contributions from
George Felos's law firm, Felos and Felos, and other attorney's working on the Schiavo case probably did not hurt it in
any way. A list of contributions is available on the Empire
Journal site, which also details a number of other possible
acts ofjudicial misconduct by Greer. Felos' contribution has
also been detailed by a number of Internet news articles.
Despite claims that the Schindler's had every opportunity
and that many courts have examined the case, they have all
relied on the decisions of Greer. In addition to possible corruption on Greer's part, other Florida agencies including
police ignored claims of abuse by Michael Schiavo and did
not fully investigate the possibility that he was involved in
the cause of Terri's collapse.
The third man is George Felos whose odor is derived from
a personal ideological bias. Felos, Michael Schiavo's attorney, is a self-proclaimed euthanasia proponent and has at
least one book written on the subject. He has spoken at
events for what used to be called the Hemlock Society, now
End of Life Choices, which promotes euthanasia.
His comments during the time that Terri was dying of
thirst were such ridiculous pro-death propaganda that I
wanted to gag. At televised press conferences, Felos continually referred to Terri's death with euphemisms like the
"dying process," calling it "calm, peaceful and gentle." His
words were either blatant lies, or those of a man totally
enamored with death. If it is that Felos is so in love with
dying, I wish he would have found a more constructive outlet than helping and praising the "dying process" of Terri
Schiavo. He also made reference to Terri's dying with dignity the way she would have wanted. Tell me, is there anyone left on the planet who can believe that the Kevorkianlike attorney was sincere?
One World Net Daily article quoted another person
who saw part of Terri's "dying process." Frank Parone
said Terri was "obviously in deep distress and suffering."
That sounds slightly more on target since Terri had
been dehydrating to death for nearly two weeks.
All in all, this seven-year battle for Terri Schiavo's
life stinks of horrendous injustice for the one person
whose life depended on the fairness of the court system and who could not defend
herself. Terri Schiavo died
because of these three men and
the complicity of too many
others to mention. Justice was
not served and although the
battle is over, it still smells
fishy.
Contact Julia Seymour
atjaseymour@liberty.edu.

JONATHAN O'NEAL

O O € 3 O K U O ! What do you use the new Student Center for?

"The LaHaye Center is awe"I enjoy working out in the
some! I use it for swimming
cardio room and swimming,
and occasional workouts."
| It is a great place to have fun
with friends and to get in
shape."
--Steven Mosley, Fr.
-Sarah Payne, Fr.
Upper Marlboro, Md.
Seabrook, Md.

"Right now 1 don't use it for ' "Living on East Campus
anything, but I have played
and having no transportabasketball and I watched
tion, 1 do not use the center
the Superbowl there."
often."
—Mike Arbige, Fr.
Amsterdam, N.Y.

—Joanna Cannon, Fr.
Mechanicsville, Md.

"1 go there to work out and
get in shape usually, but
maybe to play basketball or
go to a class."

"As a place to escape from
school. It's a great place to
stay in shape and meet people."

-April Kelly, Fr.
Baltimore, Md.

-Daniel Johnson, Fr.
Atlanta, Ga.
ADAM
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Commentary
Abstinence education necessary for teenagers
Every 4 in 10 girls will become pregnant
in the United States at least once before the
age of 20, according to
WorththeWait.org.
And
While the church seems to be
doing everything in its power
to prevent early sexual
behavior, public schools are
only making it worse
through what they call "contraception education."
Contrary to popular
belief, there is nothing
wrong with state sponsored jenniferm
abstinence education. It is
when abstinence is not taught in schools
that there is a problem. Schools either need
to stop giving teens an excuse to have sex or
start teaching abstinence.
The Washington state House passed a
bill in early March that would outlaw abstinence education in the state. And according
to an Abstinence Clearinghouse article on
www.wecareamerica.org, abstinence educa-

Letter

tion would not be deemed "medically accurate" in Washington state.
"Medically accurate?" So,
man-made condoms are the
only way to scientifically
prove whether or not STDs
and premarital pregnancy
can be prevented? Please.
The truth is that the only 100
percent effective way to prevent these things is to
abstain from premarital sexual activity.
Here are just two of the
countless reasons that states
should support abstinence education:
First and foremost, as stated above, abstinence is the only 100 percent effective way
to prevent STDs and premarital pregnancy.
It is obvious that abstinence would improve
the abortion and adoption rates, disease and
mental health of the entire country.
But, since that is not "medically accurate"
or "scientifically proven," let's look at it this

to the

Editor
Dear Editor,
Regarding Jennifer Mills' article about the LaHaye
Student Center. Jennifer, you expressed your opinion
when you stated the faculty and staff should not be
allowed to use the new Student Center. Having been a
student myself and having recently graduated, I can
understand your viewpoint. However, after joining*
the staff, I have a different perspective and now see
things from both sides of the fence. One of the main
reasons we requested access to the facility is because
we have always had free access to every other workout
facility on campus. This included access to not just the
Schilling, but also to the Hancock Athletic Center
between 11 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. Why now were we suddenly charged for a facility that we have always been
allowed to use free of charge?
Allowing faculty and staff access to the Student
Center would benefit everyone. If a wellness benefit
was to be implemented(which at this time it will not,
per Mr. Young's statement), it would reduce the costs
of health insurance premiums for the university, freeing up more revenue for improving our campus and
the wellbeing of the students.
I have been in your shoes and understand the students' view: everything is here strictly for the students. And you are correct: Liberty is here to change
students' lives, but it is good to share. Who knows,
through the Student Center you may build relationships and network with people you would otherwise
have never met and may even develop friendships
with faculty and staff that will carry past your four
years as a student.
Rebecca Lingley

way: one major cause of the need for public years, according to an article from the
Tribune
listed
on
assistance, (welfare), is having a child out of Chicago
wedlock. And according to Abstinence wecareamerica.org. But one State Senator
Clearinghouse, this is one major reason why thinks it is "shameful" and is disregarding
Congress designed a state-block grant pro- the facts, just like Washington and many
gram to teach abstinence education.
other states.
The United States has the highest teen
The second reason that state schools
need Congress' abstinence grant program, pregnancy rate out of all developed counis that schools are already teaching some tries, according to the Centers for Disease
kind of sex education. Since they are going Control. Churches and other religious
to teach students about sex no matter what, organizations have been fighting this problem for years. But if the
they need to be using
governments
the most effective ——————•"*•" ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ ~ ^ - ^ — state
don't step in immedimethod. But instead
"Abstinence
education ately and make some
they are consciously
drastic changes to the
choosing a method
would not be deemed
public school curricuthat is proven ineffec'medically accurate' in lum, then not only are
tive and harmful.
young girls going to
In Illinois over half
Washington
state."
keep getting pregnant,
of health teachers do
but the country will
not teach about birth
continue to pay for it.
control, sexual orientaContact Jennifer Mills at jamills4@libertion or abortion, and the teen birth rate
there has dropped steadily for the past nine ty.edu.

Murderous judiciary needs
to be checked and balanced
Over the last several
weeks, the hot topic in
the news has been the
Terri Schiavo court
cases. Pro-life demonstrators surrounded her
hospice and cried out to
save Terri Schiavo from
being dehydrated and
starved to death. Even
Congress jumped in to robertsis
the foray on Palm
Sunday weekend and passed a law that
would give her another appeal through
the federal court system. While many
are quick to blame Michael Schiavo in
this case, I think the blame lies in the
hands of the Florida and the Federal
judicial system. Gov. Jeb Bush passed
a law in October of 2003 that required
the doctors to reinsert the feeding tube
that Terri Schiavo needed to live. The
Florida Supreme Court later decided
that the law was unconstitutional and
ordered the tube removed.
The courts completely overstepped
their bounds with these rulings. The
judges simply ignored "Terri's law"
passed by Jeb Bush and ruled it unconstitutional. While courts do have powers to overturn laws passed by the
states and Congress, the intent was
never give to the courts power to overturn any law that their whims dictate.
There is also no constitutional right for
a husband to decide when his wife

should die, especially
Allowing laws to be changed by
when there is doubt in judges personal beliefs is an insult to the
the case. It should not - representative republic we live in. The
be the court's sole place judges are not chosen by the people,
to decide which laws Congress is. Congress should have full
we are to follow and responsibility to make laws and only by
which ones we can toss their vote should those laws be changed.
out. That is a complete The court's job is to interpret them. The
abuse of their power.
problem is that once the courts rule,
These decisions are there is no way for Congress, or the
a part of a trend in the president, to reverse the decision withAmerican
judicial out amending the Constitution itself.
branch that have taken place over the New legislation must be made to put the
last several decades. The U.S. Supreme court system back into its place.
Court has judged cases that have no
Creating imbalance between the
place on the federal level. The biggest three branches of government and givcase would be Roe ^^^^^________ i ^ ^ _ ^ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ ing it to the judiciary takes power
v. Wade in 1973,
away from the
when the Supreme
"Allowing laws to be
people
who
Court made aborchanged by judges'
deserve it: U.S.
tion
legal
in
America.
Since
personal beliefs is an citizens. Our voice
is being taken
nowhere in the
insult to the
away
from
Constitution
is
abortion
even
Congress
and
representative
republic
mentioned
the
given to unelected
we live in. The judges judges in court10th Amendment
would leaves it up
are not chosen by the
rooms across the
to the states.
c o u n t r y .
people, Congress is."
Preceding and folSomething must;
lowing this deciimmediately be
sions, the court also banned school done to check and balance the judicial
prayer and creationism in schools branch of government that is reigning
because judges realized that they could over the other branches of government.
let their opinions become laws and
Contact Robert Sisk at rjsisk@liberpolicies.
ty.edu.

Political Christians cause change
,weeks. With the stand that were not afraid to get involved to
Lately America has
that Dr. Falwell is now remind future generations what foundafelt tremors of change.
making with his new tion the country was built upon.
From the last election to
Moral Majority, he is
What would happen if every
the
Ten
not only protecting the Christian in the country took a stand
Commandments
country
that
God against everything that goes against the
debate, Christians are
blessed, but also paving Bible? Well, first they would be called
beginning to take a
the way for a better "crazy," but anyone who goes against
stand. Abandoning the
future for generations the flow usually is. Liberals will not like
mindset that God and
to come.
it, but they already dislike Christians.
politics do not mix,
Christians are begin- marliesajohnson
Christians
should Christians are already mocked, scorned,
ning to see that they
know why they can be beaten verbally and sometimes physimost certainly do. An overwhelming involved in politics. The founding of cally, and stoned by the media and
number of Christians are seeking to America began with the phrase that is Hollywood. If Christians stood up for
reclaim the America that was originally now printed on our currency, "In God the country, those things probably
established.
We Trust." Just after the Civil War, a would not change because Christians
In the midst of many troubles brew- large number of devout religious citi- may not be able to change those people.
ing in our country, like the fight for gay zens appealed to the Secretary of Christians can, however, take this
nation that is
marriage and for continued legality of Treasury, Solomon
"under God" back
abortion, people are looking for some- P. Chase, that the
— — — — —
for him. The Bible
one to make a stand against the country needed to
"No nation can be
says in Psalms
extreme liberals who passionately recognize the God
33:12 "Blessed is
argue to allow such things. Christians who gave all
strong except in the
die nation whose
need to understand the importance of American people
strength of God, or safe God is the Lord."
being involved and taking a stand, why their freedom.
every
they can and what might happen if they
except in His defense. Not
In response to
do all they can do to make America bet- one appeal sent by
Christian in the
The trust of our people country can run
ter.
a
pastor
in
in God should be
for an office, work
It is very important for Christians to P e n n s y l v a n i a ,
in the White
get involved. A prime example is Dr. Chase wrote, "No
declared on our
House, or even
Jerry Falwell. Whether some liberals nation can be
national coins."
vote, but if every
want to admit it or not, it was Dr. strong except in
Christian would at
Pennsylvania Pastor's appeal
Falwell and other pastors he partnered the strength of
least vote for and
with around the country that helped God, or safe except
pray for those who
rally enough votes from inactive in His defense.
Christians to get our President in office. The trust of our people in God should be can, God promises that our nation will
truly be blessed.
The number of votes that came from declared on our national coins."
Contact MarLiesa Johnson at
"religious" people shocked the entire
Christians should remember the cost
country and had critics talking for for their freedom and the many people mdjohnson ©liberty, edu.

LISTEN UP!
IT'S YOUR TURN TO DECIDE

• Oil prices are now at an all-time high of more than
$58 a barrel, while OPEC is discussing the likelihood of
producing more oil, according to a Reuters article on
news.moneycentral.msn.com.
• Computer Business Review online reported that
' Google has just doubled the storage space for Google's
free email service, GMail, bringing it up to 2Gb of space
for users.
• Funeral services for Pope John Paul II, who died
Saturday afternoon, will be held on Friday at 10 a.m.
The Pope's body is currently laid in the Apostolic Palace
in the Vatican, according to ndtv.com.
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Toby Mac to perform in LU concert this weekend
By Robert Sisk
NEWS REPORTER

PHOTO PROVIDED

CONCERT—Toby Mac will perform at Liberty University on Friday, Apil 8.

Liberty University campus will
become a "diverse city" when Toby
Mac returns for his new tour on
Friday. The former Liberty student
will be joined with Audio
Adrenaline, Kutless, and Hawk
Nelson as part of his new tour
"Diverse City" named after Toby
Mac's latest CD.
Student tickets can be purchased
in advance for $io at the student life
office, the Liberty bookstore or at the
door for $15. Tickets may be purchased by the general public, also,
through New Life Christian store
located on Wards Road, or at
www.itickets.com. The show is
scheduled for 7:30 p.m. doors will
open at 7 p.m.
This will be the second time that
Toby Mac has come to liberty. Last
fall he visited opening up for Kurt
Franklin. After the show many stu-

dents were impressed by his unique
blend of R&B and Rock.
"I went and saw him last year and
it was awesome. I can not wait to see
him again," junior Shelly King said.
The new tour also brings the addition of Audio Adrenaline. Fans of
Toby Mac look forward to the adding
of Audio adrenaline to the tour.
Some believe that the added energy
will create a great concert.
"His show last year was high energy, and exciting," junior Elizabeth
Strobel said. "Plus the energy that
'Audio A' brings will create a really
awesome show.
In addition to the concert Toby
Mac, and his band, will take on
Audio Adrenaline in a basket ball
challenge at the Lahaye Student
Center. The game will also feature
six Liberty student who will join the
bench of the two bands after their
ticket numbers were drawn at last
weeks Coffeehouse. The challenge is
scheduled to take place at 3:30 p.m.

The three-hour show is brought to
Liberty by Student Life, Sonshine
Concerts, and Creative Activities,
Programs and Services (CAPS). In
addition to students attending, many
prospective students will also be at
the show for College For a Weekend.
Toby Mac was formally a member
of DC talk, and according to Michael
Stewart of CAPS, will be performing
some covers of their old music. Toby
Mac began his solo career in 2002
with the release of "Momentum."
Toby Mac has had great success
since he went solo and has released
his third album "Diverse City."
"I think I've definitely learned
about myself as an artist, "Toby Mac
said during an interview with his
record company, "I had to stretch in
many places. I had to go vocally to
places that I've never gone before."
Contact Robert Sisk at rjsisk@liberty.edu.
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Baseball splits with number 17 Winthrop
By Andrew Stevens

dium.
Winthrop did not waste any time putting
The Liberty University baseball team runs on the board as Daniel Carte reached
would be considered to be an underdog on a single and would later score on a base
hit by Kyle Roberson to give the Eagles a 1-0
against the number 17 in the nation.
As Winthrop University entered this lead.
weekend's contest against the Flames with
Winthrop built their lead to 4-0 in the
a 21-7 record overall, as well as an unde- third. Eagle's second baseman Chris Carfeated Big South conference record. All rara got the inning started with a single to
signs pointed to an Eagle's easy weekend. right field. After Liberty starter Dave BechThat is, until the Flames beat Winthrop 5- told's pickoff throw to first went wide of the
4 Sunday, behind Freshman Michael Sol- bag Carrara would advance to second.
bach's complete game.
Jacob Dempsey would then single to score
The Flames took the lead early when Carrara. Kyle Roberson who went 4-for-5
Aaron Grijalva came around to score on an on the afternoon, would single, and he and
RBI single by catcher Adam Kearney. Dempsey would score on a double by center
Winthrop would respond with a four run fielder Tommy Lentz.
inning in the fifth, capped off by a two-RBI
The Flames finally got on the scoreboard
double by first baseman Jacob Dempster. in the fourth inning. Michael Just would
The Flames would then respond with a four get the inning started with a single to cenrun sixth inning, highlighted by Derek Ben- ter field. Phil Laurent who had his second
nion's first hit of the season, an RBI double perfect day at the plate this season going 4that would prove to be the game winner. for-4 reached on an infield single and Jeff
The win gave the Flames a 17-8 record Brown followed with an RBI single to left
overall, and more importantly, gave the field to score Just.
team a well-needed boost of confidence for
In the seventh, the Eagles would add a
down the final stretch of conference play.
run on Dempsey's second RBI single of the
Saturday's game didn't work out so well. afternoon, while the Flames would add a
Winthrop pitcher Kevin Slowey pitched a run in the bottom of the inning on an Adam
complete game striking out 10 and the Kearney RBI single.
Eagles erupted for eight runs as they
downed Liberty 8-2 at Worthington StaPlease see BIG WIN, Page B4
SPORTS RKPORTER

PHOTO PROVIDED

WEB GEM- Liberty right fielder Phil John goes over the wall to make a catch for the Flames earlier this season.
The Flames will return to action today against Virginia, and this weekend against UNC Asheville.

Grijalva has very
bright future

Dr. Thorn Park
named next
Athletic Director

ByJessHouk
SPORTS REPORTER

By Andrew Stevens
SPORTS REPORTER

Liberty University has
named nationally recognized sports industry consultant and former Morgan Stanley financial executive Dr. Thorn Park as the
new director of athletics.
Park will be the ninth
director of athletics in the
history of the university.
"I am pleased with the
selection of Dr. Park as the
new director of athletics
for the university," said
Dr. Jerry Falwell. "Given
his distinguished professional background, I am
confident that he will be a
strong leader of the athletic program well into the
future."
Park brings with him,
33 years of experience in
coaching, athletic administration, athletic consulting and the business experience.
Please see NEW AD, page B4

Life
At

Liberty
Baseball
vs. Virginia,

Tues. 3 p.m.
vs. UNC Asheville,
April 8-10

Softball
vs. Hampton,
*»

Tues. 2 p.m.
vs. Virginia Tech,
Wed. 2 p.m.

LES SCHOFER

LAY IN- Rima Margevicuite finishes well for a layup against Penn State in the first round of the NCAA tournament.

Lady Flames march through March
Madness, make Sweet 16 run
By Jesse Houk
GUEST COLUMN

The Lady Flames basketball team did what
only one other team in this school's history
has ever done—they won an NCAA tournament game. They didn't stop there. After
beating the Penn State Lady Lions in the
opening round by a score of 78-70, they went
on to win a second game against DePaul 8879. Many people across the country were
shocked, but there were no surprises to those
who consistently followed Lady Flames basketball. All of the faithful Lady Flames fans
knew that the Liberty University campus
possessed college basketball's best-kept
secret.
Liberty was instantly labeled as the Cinderella team of this NCAA tournament, but
the clock struck midnight as they faced the
Lady Tigers of LSU. LSU is considered to be
the best team in the nation and the favorite of
many to win the NCAA tournament. Their
only two losses of the season came at the
hands of women's powerhouses Tennessee
and Rutgers, both by a margin of two points.
Many times, when people try to describe
the underdog versus the favored, they refer
to David and Goliath. As Liberty competed
with LSU in the Sweet Sixteen, it was as if
they were David. A strong and quick LSU
defense forced Liberty into 22 turnovers and
prevented them from getting into their game
plan. The Flames could never recover from a
30-point halftime deficit and the continuous
pressure from LSU pushed the game out of
reach in the second half. The Lady Flames
lost the game 90-48.

This post season run was something that
the Lady Flames should forever be proud of.
It's important to look back and reflect on just
how much this team has accomplished. February 26 marks the day that many will point
to as the true beginning of the Lady Flames
tournament success. It was the afternoon
that High Point came to the Vines Center and
beat the Lady Flames 62-53. The 57-game
Big South winning streak had just come to an
end, but the only tone during the post-game
interviews was that of optimism. "You just
have to learn from the losses I guess," Katie
Feenstra said. "We will learn from it. The
Lord is teaching us something through it."
"Things happen for a reason and we will
learn from it," Kristal Tharp said. "Honestly,
looking at it, it could be one of the best things
that has happened to our team. It has
changed our mindset to make us realize that
we have to go out focused and ready to play."
The Lady Flames went into the Big South
tournament with that focus and desire to
play up to their potential. They demonstrated
that when they play with that intensity there
are no teams in the Big South that are even
close to considering a worthy opponent. Liberty tore through the Big South Conference
tournament beating teams by an average of
40 points. They carried that momentum into
the NCAA tournament where they accomplished more than any other team representing Liberty University has ever done.

Aaron Grijalva. Now take the time to pronounce it correctly.
It's a name which, over the nextfouryears, will be shouted across
the radio waves and splashed across the newspaper headlines
numerous times so you better be accustomed to it. Aaron Grahaul-va. Although only in his first year of college baseball play,
Grijalva is playing as if he is a seasoned veteran. If his first five
games are any indication of things to come, then it would be no
t stretch to see him one day lacing up his cleats for a Major League
team.
That's a bold statement. To say that someone could be playing Major League Baseball based only on their performance in
their first five games of college. But Grijalva seems to have a confidence and knowledge on the field that makes him stand out. In
his first collegiate at bat, Grijalva smashed a homerun to deep
rightfield.Who does that? Grijalva is currently batting a blistering .350, leads the team in runs scored and is second in RBI's. "I
don't want to say that I was surprised at the success, just because
that's what I was really hoping for," Grijalva said. "I worked
really hard in the fall and in the spring to get to where I'm at right
now. I wouldn't say that I was surprised, just happy and relieved
that my hard work is paying off."
The reason for Grijalva's current success is a lifetime of hard
work. Growing up in Redlands, Calif., gave Grijalva the opportunity to play baseball all year long; and he took full advantage of
that opportunity. Grijalva claimed the Anaheim Angels as his
favorite team. There was one man who played for the Angels that
gave Grijalva an example of what he could become. "While growing up, Tim Salmon was my favorite player," Grijalva said. "He
was on my favorite team, he was a really good player, and he was
also a strong Christian athlete. He did a lot of things in the community. The way he played and his character on and off the field
gave me a good example of what to be."
Please see GRIJALVA, page B2

MATI' TRENT

NICE SCOOP- Aaron Grijalva has taken advantage of the opportunity that
Liberty Coach Matt Royer has given him to play everyday at first base.
Please see MAGICAL SEASON, Page B4
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Grijalva: Freshman gamer

The

Continued from page B1

Bottom
By Patrick Doney

tpdoney@11berty.edu

Over the past few weeks, more
than 600 words worth of material
has been watched and reported in
the sports world. Welcome to my
world. Analyze and fix the entire
realm that is "athletics" in a few
paragraphs. So, never denying a
challenge, I have decided to write
this week's column on random
thoughts that I took notes about
during the month of March. Here it
goes...
March Madness really wasn't all
that "mad" this year. Yes, West
Virginia made a run that the
cousins will talk about for generations. But really, other than that,
there wasn't much to talk about.
Everyone expected North Carolina
and Illinois to dominate their
bracket, and for the most part, they
did. And for the first time in a couple of years, thanks to Syracuse not
making that Final Four run I was
so sure of, my bracket was pretty
much worthless after the second
round. The only real "madness"
taking place this year was from me,
screaming at my TV each time my
team would slowly slip into the
darkness of elimination.
Can you believe that baseball

season is already here? It seems Antonio for defensive purposes
like just yesterday that I was listen- down the stretch, but Phoenix just
ing to Red Sox fans taunt anyone has the special feel that the Pistons
that dared to even say a word that had last year (different style of
rhymes with curse. Oh, wait. That game, same gut feeling). But, even
was yesterday. Sox fans will now as hard as it is for a Lakers fan to
have to venture into the untamed admit it, I have to take the Shaqworld of "defending champion." infested Heat over the Suns in the
Not an easy task considering the Finals. A lot of this is based on the
improvements to a lot of teams in ankle of Tim Duncan. The Spurs
Major League Baseball. First and say he'll be back the last week of
foremost has to be Yankees with a the season, but considering he
completely new pitching staff that might just be the youngest 50 year
includes Carl Pavano, Jaret Wright old man in professional sports,
and one big, ugly unit. As you can there's no telling how long it will
see from my predictions in the box, take him to heal.
I think the Yankees have improved
And finally, congratulations to
so much that Boston won't even our Lady Flames for making their
make the playoffs this year. The way into the Sweet 16. For the first
American
League
East has time in my 20 years on this planet,
improved dramatically; Boston has I actually found myself watching
not. How long until Red Sox fans women's basketball on TV on my
become the victim again?
free time! I can already hear it
The NBA season is winding now... "With the first pick in the
down slowly, and this has to be the 2005 WNBA draft, the (enter team
most surprising year I've seen in a name here) select Katie Feenstra
long time. Which of you honestly from Liberty University." When
could foresee the Suns, Sonics and you're worthy of being watched,
Bulls all making runs into the post- you're something special, and
season. You can all stop lying now. that's the bottom line.
As far as prediction, you have to
like Miami, Detroit and San

Grijalva's decision to come to Liberty was made simple through
a series of events. "UC Santa Barbra and The University of San
Francisco were both interested in me. It was hard because I wanted
to stay around home, but at the sametimeI wanted a Christian University. The scholarships to the other two schools fell through and
Liberty was still there. I really see it as God's plan; he just shut all of
the doors. I feel like he wants me here and I've never regretted coming here once." Once at Liberty, Grijalva has been encouraged to
find a place of like-minded people. He has also enjoyed the spiritual
focus of the baseball team. "Our head coach talks to us once or twice
a week about things that he has learned in his devotions," Grijalva
said. "He encourages us to go to church. He recruits Christian baseball players. It encourages the team to just see how important it is
to the coaches and how important their faith is and what kind of
team they want to have."
Although Grijalva is certainly enjoying this season, things
weren't always so great. Grijalva spent all of last season as a redshirt. Although he was confused at the way things were working out
last year, he made the most of it and saw it as a time for development. "It was really tough because when we came in in the fall we
worked really hard in the weight room and practicing hours and
hours on the field," Grijalva said. "So being red-shirted wasn't
something that I expected to happen coming in. But in the long run
it worked out because it gave me a chance to gain much needed
weight. When I came in I weighed as scrawny 170 and now I'm
around 190. When I look back at it I see it was for the best, but last
year, as I was going through it, I was just really hard. I traveled all
the way across America to play baseball for Liberty and I didn't get a
chance to. But through all the frustrations I can see how it has paid
off."
Grijalva is a well-balanced college athlete. He has educational
goals as well as goals that would extend his baseball career. "I want
to get a degree in business," Grijalva said. "I have four more years
of eligibility. My first goal is to graduate...Playing professional baseball, if possible, would also be ideal. I really don't want to picture my
life without baseballrightnow. I just want to keep going. I just don't
want to give it up after college, after playing for 20 years. I want to
keep playing baseball until someone tells me 'you're not good
enough."
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HERE'S THE PITCH- Aaron Grijalva has used hard work to succeed this year.
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Summer Job 14 weeks
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benefits working from
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Liberty University soccer player drafted
Hollis Donaldson goes from Flame to Fire
By Brian Chidester
SPORTS REPORTER

Pulling on the jersey of a
professional soccer team is
the dream of any collegiate
soccer player. That dream
came true on Feb. 4 for
Liberty defender Hollis
Donaldson after being
drafted in the fourth round
by former Major League
Soccer (MLS) champion
Chicago Fire. In doing so,
Donaldson made history by
becoming the first Liberty
player to ever be drafted by
an MLS team.
"This is an exciting day
for Hollis, his family and

the entire Liberty soccer degree in International
family," said Flames Head Studies, Donaldson made
Coach Jeff Alder. "He has the decision to leave school
invested a lot of time and early and join his new team
energy into growing as both in Florida during their prea player and a person dur- season.
ing his four years at
"I felt really lucky to be
Liberty."
given this opportunity by
Following the switch the Chicago organization
from the midfield position and I felt like I couldn't
to right defensive back, pass up something like this
Donaldson helped com- at this point in my life,"
mand a stalwart Flames Donaldson said. "It was a
defense which led them to hard decision to leave and
the semi-finals of the Big one that took a great deal of
South Tournament last fall. faith but I do want to finish
Although he started this off my degree so I may have
semester enrolled as a full- to complete online classes
time student en route to or something along that
graduation in May with a path to do so."

Recently, Donaldson's
squad was defeated during
their pre-season exhibition
tour in Mexico. Donaldson
entered the match in the
56th minute for Fire
defender Leonard Griffin.
He has also made appearances against MLS club
Kansas City Wizards and
exhibitions
against
University
of
Central
Florida (UCF) and the
Under-17 and Under-20
United States National
Teams.
"It was a bit tough to go
out and play with guys that
I saw play on television,"
Donaldson said. "I had to

take a deep breath every
day and then go out and
play as hard as I could."
Chicago Fire Head Coach
Dave Sarachan explained
that training camp did personify some nervousness
for all rookies but it would
not be a problem for the
squad going into the season.
"I think, as all groups
first get together, there was
a little bit of nervousness,
with the younger guys especially. It didn't take long for
them to get to know one
another," Sarachan said. "I
think that part has gone
pretty well. We have

enough veterans that know
how to integrate new players into the team quickly."
The Chicago Fire opened
their regular season on
April 2 when they competed
against FC Dallas in Dallas,
Texas. However, on April 9
his team will travel to RFK
Stadium in Washington,
D.C. to match up against
defending
MLS
Cup
Champions DC United.
RFK Stadium is the closest
venue his club will visit during their schedule. Tickets
for that game our on sale
now and can be bought at
www.TicketMaster.com.

Liberty track and field impresses at LU Invitational
ByEvanFalat
SPORTS REPORTER

This past weekend the Liberty Flames
Track and Field team hosted the Liberty
University Invitational and Multi-Event.
During the two-day meet the Flames
proved to be dominating hosts as they laid
claim to 13 first place finishes and experienced success in a wide-variety of events.
The invitational was the largest ever in
terms of numbers of teams that attended,
and some of Liberty's competitor's included Radford, James Madison, Rochester,
Lehigh and Virginia Military Institute.
Freshman Alonzo Phillips led the way
for the Flames success as he captured two
of Liberty's 13 first place finishers. Phillips
first captured the 100 meter dash in a time
of 10.57 seconds. Later in the day Phillips
then ran a time of 21.20 seconds in the 200
meters to capture first place in that event
as well. Phillips' times in the two events
qualified him for the IC4A Championships
and also gave him the number one ranking
in those two events for the Big South
Conference rankings. Besides Phillips,
Liberty's sprinting core also saw Ravanno
Ferguson and Don Wood qualify for the
IC4A Championships in the 100 meters as
both finished with a time of 10.82 seconds
and tied for fourth place overall. Another
first place finish for Liberty occurred in the
4x100 meter relay in which the Flames ran
an IC4A qualifying time of 41.09 seconds.
The Flames distance crew was led by
seniors Dan Rabe and Jason Brown. Rabe
finished fourth in the 800 meters in a time
of 1:56.20, while Brown led a contingent of
Flames in the 1,500 as he finished second
in the 1,500 meters with a time of 3:54.81.
Also placing high in the 1,500 were Chris
Lyons and Christian Nichols. Lyons finished fourth in a time of 3:56.70 while
Nichols was fifth with a time of 3:57.13. In
the 5,000 meters freshman Clint Jackson
battled heavy winds and cold weather to

finish fourth overtance of i64'04". In
the pole vault senior
all in a time of
Mike Hagen cleared
15:11.35the bar at 14'05.25"
Continuing the
and finished in third
success of the
place overall while
Flames were Micah
Eric Lundy captured
Brinkley and Mike
first place in the
Hagen who fintriple jump with a
ished first and secdistance of 45'io.75".
ond in the 110
Concluding
the
meter
hurdles.
victories for the
Brinkley crossed
Liberty men was
the finish line in
freshman
Ailtime of 15.03 secAmerican Brandon
onds while Hagen
Hoskins as he won
was just behind
the decathlon with a
• with a time of
total score of 6,637
15.30 seconds. In
points.
The total
other
hurdling
point score qualified
events freshman
Hoskins for the IC4A
Drew Ponder finChampionships.
ished fourth in the
Finishing third in the
3,000 meter steedecathlon was anothplechase with a
er Liberty freshman,
time of 9:48.42.
Dan Newell. Newell
In the
field
obtained a total score
events
senior
of 6,009 for the 10throwers
Andy
event, two-day comMusser and Dan
petition.
Royal both had
The Lady Flames
dominating peralso were led in the
formances as they
multi-events over the
finished first in the
weekend as Dani
shot put and discus
McNaney and Arlene
respectively.
Zelinskas placed first
Musser tossed the
and second for the
shot a distance of
two-day,
seven event
5i'o3-75" and in
ADAM BISHOP
doing so qualified RUNNING IN CIRLCES- Liberty had a strong showing at heptathlon competition. McNaney capfor
the
IC4A the LU Invitational this past weekend.
tured first place with
Championships.
a total score of 5,338
Royal also qualified for the IC4A Championships as he won points, a score that qualified her provisionthe discus with an impressive toss of ally for the NCAA Championships and also
158'09". Royal also finished third in the set school and conference records.
hammer throw as his throw covered a dis- Zelinskas scored a total score of 4,652
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points to claim second place and qualified
for the ECAC Championships.
Besides the heptathlon the Lady Flames
also experienced much success in the
sprint events. In the 100 meters the Lady
Flames were led by Mynique Robinson as
they claimed four of the top five places.
Robinson finished first with a time of 12.07
seconds, while Kena Butts was third with a
time of 12.34, Aniska Strachan was fourth
in a time of 12.35 and Charlene Hibbert
was fifth in 12.51 seconds. Butts then finished second in the 200 meters in a time of
24.83 seconds, while Hibbert was seventh
in a time of 25.49 seconds. Those four
ladies then were part of the Lady Flames
team that won the 4x100 meter relay in a
time of 46.51 seconds. For the 400 meters
Erica Gesser crossed the finish line in a
time of 59.02 seconds and finished second
place overall.
In distance events Sarah Roberts and
Chelsey Swanson finished third and fourth
place in the 1,500 meters with times of
4:40.95 and 4:51.01 respectively. Piper
Newby won the 3,000 meter steeplechase
with a time of 12.01.11, while fellow freshman Rebekah Wahlquist was fourth in a
time 12:50.10. In the 5,000 meters freshman Danielle Jordan placed second overall
in a time of 17:36.68 while senior
Samantha Pelletier was third in a time of
i7:39-43.
In the field events both Kena Butts and
Aimee Riley finished second in their
respective events. Butts cleared a height of
5'5" to claim second place in the high jump
while Riley finished second in the pole
vault with her clearance of n'09.75". In the
long jump Charlene Hibbert captured first
place with her leap of i8'io.50" while in the
javelin throw Tracy Tyler finished third
with her throw of 119*09".
The Flames track team will continue its
season next week when it competes at the
Duke Invitational in Durham, N.C.
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Lynchburg, VA
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Earn Extra Money
before the end of the school year!
* Every Sunday beginning April 3, 2005 - take phone calls for Joel Osteen,
Charles Stanley, David Jeremiah, Day of Discovery, and more. We provide
transportation on Sundays!
$8.00/hour
7am-1:15pm and 6:45pm-12:30am
* Sunday, April 3 - Monday, April 11, TBN Prayer Telethon. Temporary
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* Saturday, April 9 - Sunday, April 17,
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Billy Graham Telethon. Temporary
$7.00/hr

* Ask about Full-time Summer Job opportunities!
* Please email: sbeverly@inserviceamerica.com
or call 316-7419.
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| Positions will be limited, so contact us immediately!

$8.25/hr
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Big Win: Flames split with Winthrop University
Continued from page B1

Winthrop added three more in the
eighth and ninth to close out the scoring.
Roberson would double and go to third on
an error by the center fielder and score on
a Matt Repec squeeze bunt in the eighth. In
the ninth, the Eagles scored a pair of runs
on Carte and Roberson singles.
"I think they were able to get the bat on
the ball and I made some good pitches that
they hit," said Bechtold. "When you get
guys on base and get the bat on the ball you
are going to push some runs across."

"Winthrop is so good because they bunt
well, and they move guys over and they
capitalize on any errors we make out
there," said Phil Laurent. "We just left a lot
of guys on base today and I think we just
need to get better at that. When we move
guys over and get guys in I think we are
capable of beating anybody."
Slowey went the complete nine innings,
scattering nine hits and allowing two runs,
to go along with 10 strikeouts, to run his
record to 7-0 on the season for Winthrop.
Meanwhile, Bechtold (4-3) took the loss

for the Flames, allowing six runs on nine
hits and striking out six. Stephen Williams
followed with 12/3 innings of relief, allowing two runs on four hits. Tim John came
on to get the final out in the ninth inning.
"I think the mood of the team was positive after the game," said Bechtold. "We
realized that we did not play our best baseball today and we were still in the game in
the later innings. We feel if we pitch well in
the next couple of games and hit the ball
better, and not strike out so much we will
be ok."

MATT TRBNT

NICE PITCH- Flames senior pitcher Chris Zuvich delivers a curve
ball for a strike.

New AD: Dr. Thorn Park takes over Magical Season: Lady
Continued from page B1

He served under the legendary Coach
Jerry Claiborne during the mid-1970's helping to lead the University of Maryland football team to three consecutive ACC football
championships.
Before his time at Maryland, Park began
his coaching career as a graduate assistant
football coach at West Chester University.
He also spent one year as director of football
recruiting and assistant offensive line coach
at the University of Connecticut and also
spent
three years as an
assistant football coach at the Citadel.
Park currently serves as a consultant to
the sports industry with his own company
Thorn Park and Associates, Inc. The company, which was founded in 1985, provides
executive coaching, program leadership
consulting, career advocacy, contract
agency, business advisory team management and legal consulting.
After getting out of coaching in 1980,
Park enrolled at Florida State University
with dreams of getting a doctorate and
becoming an athletic director. He majored
in counseling with a minor in sports psychology. Over the next 18 years Park was a

semifinalist or a finalist eight times for the
position of athletic director at several different schools. After coming in second last for
the Athletic Director position at a Division
II school in Pennsylvania, Park no longer
felt it was God's will for him to be an athletic
director.
"The Liberty job just kind of seemingly
came to us and it is a neat story because Liberty is a Christian institution and because we
are Christians," said Park. "After we let go of
it and trusted more of what God wanted for
our lives as opposed "to what we thought we
wanted for our lives, then this whole thing
happened."
Aside from the Ph.D. in counseling psychology and doctoral fellowship in sport psychology that Park received from Florida
State University, he also received a master's
in educational counseling from The Citadel,
and a Bachelor of Arts in psychology from
West Chester University.
Upon his arrival at Liberty, Park hopes to
become familiar with the faculty and staff as
well as the way in which Liberty operates.
"I just want to get to know everybody,"
said Park. "I want to understand people and
events and the lay of the land. I think that is
what you do in any new position is you listen

to people and you try to understand what is
going on."
With'Liberty's recent announcement to
re-establish the university's wrestling program, Park is committed to helping the program become successful once again.
"Dr. Falwell is committed to having a
wrestling program and the idea has been
discussed for some time," said Park. "So, the
first thing we want to do is to understand the
process and start to identify the people that
would lead that program."
Park is a Ruling Elder in the Tallahassee
Wildwood PCA Church, has 34 years ofvolunteer service with the Fellowship of Christian Athletes and serves on the PCA Foundation National Elder Board. Park, married to
the former Susan Harden, has three grown
children and resides in Tallahassee, Fla.
Park will assume his regular duties as
director of athletes in early April. A press
conference will be scheduled in mid April to
officially welcome Park to the university.

Flames go to Sweet 16
Continued from page B1

Even more amazing than all the awards and trophies that the
team has acquired over this last season was the way that these
ladies represented Jesus to the entire women's basketball arena.
In every opportunity that was given to them, the Lady Flames
boldly proclaimed the source of their strength. In a national
press conference the day before the LSU game, Coach Carey
Green, Katie Feenstra and Kristal Tharp sat ready to answer
reporter's questions. Instead of praising themselves they gave
thanks to God.
"I think I can speak for my entire staff and my players as well and
the university," Green said. "We are elated to be here. We are thankful to be in this position. We're just trying to enjoy every moment of it.
We're thankful that God has given us this opportunity."
"God has really blessed us," Feenstra said in reference to the
tough tournament schedule. "He has given us the strength to get
through these games. When we are starting to get tired and fatigued,
I just start pi aying and the fatigue left. He is getting all the honor and
all the glory for those games. He has just blessed us and we are very
happy."
Kristal Tharp made it clear who the team was playing for. "We
are a whole different team this year," Tharp said. "God has been
working through us amazingly. The chemistry is there. He has given
us confidence and strength. We are playing for the King out there. It
doesn't matter if it is the SEC or the Big 10, we are going out there
with the same mindset. We are just out there to glorify God."
If you look at the Lady Flames mission statement you will find
what they are really about. The third objective on the mission statement is "Honor God by committing to give thanks, praise and honor
to Him."
1
They did that on the highest platform possible: mission accomplished.

"YOUR COLLEGE EDUCATION MAY
BE CLOSERTHAN YOUTHINK"
With tuition costs and living expenses constantly
rising, the price of a college education may seem out of
sight. The Virginia Army National Guard has programs
that, can bring the cost of a college education into focus.
• 100% Tuition Assistance for VA State
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• Part-time job with great pay and full-time benefits
• $1.0,000 Bonus Possible
• Montgomery GI Bill
Joining the Army National Guard does not mean
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while attending classes. Let your recruiter show you that
your education is closer than you think! Virginia
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Vito's brings its
KT\ pizza on the road
By Brit Engbrecht
LIFE! REPORTER

I didn't know what to expect
from the pizza at Vito's Pizza,
but it was surprisingly delicious. The crust was light and
crunchy. The sauce and cheese
were flavorful and were
accompanied by scrumptious
toppings. Everything tasted
fresh and like authentic Italian
cuisine.
Often, parents bring their
children to Vito's for the
chocolate pizza. After trying
the chocolate pizza I have
determined that it is impossible to go to Vito's without trying their chocolate chip pizza.
It is so rich with flavor that one
slice alone can satisfy your
sweet tooth. However, if you
are not one for chocolate Vito's
also offers its very mouthADAM BISHOP
watering cherry pizza, as well
PIZZA ON WHEELS—Vitos has two vans that bring the pizza to different area, along with carry-out and delivery service. as peach pizza. The girl behind

the counter was also very helpful and friendly and provided
good service.
Manager and owner, Jamie
Houser said, "Vito's is authentic in its own way from top to
bottom."
Using a family recipe that
was taught to him many years
ago Jamie continues to provide delicious pizza at an
affordable price for six years
now. It was his dream for
many years to own his own
pizza place and now his dream
has come true. Vito's was
named after a very influential
father figure in Jamie's life.
Houser said that the restaurant doesn't see a lot of college
students anymore. "When we
were located over on 221 we had
a lot of LC (Lynchburg College)
students keeping us busy," he
said.
Please see VITO'S, Page B6

MED

Taste the 'Original'
By Natalie Mayer
LIFE! REPORTER

It is easy to get delivery
pizza in Lynchburg, but to
find great Italian pizza is
another story. Voted Lynchburg's best pizza for three
years running, the Original
Italian Pizza and Restaurant
boast that their cuisine is a
taste of Italy. Located in Bedford, Madison Heights and
Forest, for over 10 years,
Original Italian Pizza uses its
own old world Italian recipes
to make fresh, real Italian
food daily.
"It is a real Italian restaurant," Michael Wood, a loyal
customer said. "They make
their stuff fresh; it's not just
out of a can."
Though they use the finest
quality ingredients, the
prices are extremely reasonable. The $4.95 lunch buffet
includes all you can eat pizza,
salad, and homemade breadsticks.

On Sundays from 11 a.m.
until 2 p.m. and 5 p.m. until 8
p.m., Original Pizza offers the
lunch buffet but includes
almost a dozen Italian dishes
as well for $5.95.
The Sunday buffet has a
wide range of delicious Italian cuisine. With three different types of pizzas always
available at the buffet and the
homemade breadsticks, they
also include homemade Italian favorites. Chicken parmesan, manicotti, lasagna, meat
ravioli, Italian vegetables,
sausage and
meatballs
spaghetti, chicken fingers,
and alfredo sauce with broccoli and yellow squash are
just a few of the buffet's selections.
"You can't get that much
food from McDonalds for the
price you will pay here for the
buffets," Jamie Terry, a waitress at Original Italian Pizza
said.
Please see ORIGINAL, Page B6

MATT TRENT

ORIGINAL ITALIAN — The Original Pizza place offers the look and taste of Italy right here in the Lynchburg area.

A piercing whistle blows
and an authoritative hand
is raised. I stop. The whistle
blows again and the officer's hand waves me on. I
proceed. I turn left and
drive past numerous cars. I
make two more left turns
and again pass the sea of
vehicles, all marked with a
diamond-shaped sticker.
The stickers are all strategically placed on the bottom
left corner of the rear window of most of the vehicles.
Some creative, non-direction followers have the
sticker placed in the center
of the back glass or other
uncommon places.
Purple is the color that
defines my importance. It is
the color that prohibits me
from those luxury spaces
near buildings. It is the
color that many share but
that some feel is being
stained black. They are
being forced into the dark
areas, the pit and its evil
brother, David's Place.
These people can be recognized by their bulging
calves and quadriceps
acquired from their morning walks. Residents of the
wrong-side-of-the-road
dorm may also have these
qualities.
Let's get back to the road
trip within a parking lot.
I've made several trips
through several rows and
haven't found a resting
place for my car, yet. I
quickly dismiss the thought
of succumbing to the evil
brothers and spot a pedestrian headed up one of the
rows. I'm at a disadvantage.
Because of the weather being
nice, a lot of people prefer to
walk rather than accepting
my ride offering. That is
acceptable though, other
than the fact I probably
resemble a person contemplating a hit-and-run because
I'm following the person so
closely. My hopes of completing this task are making me
as excited as Christmas
morning.
Then, the unspeakable
happens. This once-shining
savior of a pedestrian cuts
between cars to the other side
of the row where some lucky
hopeful almost faints in happiness at now procuring my
spot, my destination, my end
to a long-repeating road.
On the bright side, I have
memorized half of a new cd
and planned my next two
weeks during the search. I'd
rather find the needle in the
haystack, sew a quilt with
frilly, flower patterns than
ran pace laps in the parking
lot.
Seventeen minutes later, I
finally pull into a space. It is a
tight fit but I squeeze over
near the car on the right and
give myself room to get out. I
reach back and grab my
books, do one last did-Iremember-to-comb-my-hair
mirror check and step out of
my car. I look at my watch,
which shows that I may be
early for the second half of
class.
Sixteen minutes late I
arrive in class. The strange
thing is that no one even asks
why I am late. They must
have noticed the stress in my
eyes.
One final note: When a
person puts on his or her
blinker when he or she is the
first to the spot, they get the
spot. If there is a tie, may the
toughest bumper win.
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Substitute
Coffeehouse

PHOTOS BY ADAM BISHOP

COFFEEHOUSE — Many Liberty University students enjoyed the fun that was offered Friday, April 1, at the school's latest coffeehouse. The theme of the event was superheros. Many students dressed up as superheros, and showed off their talents.

Original: Pizza by
name and taste
Of course, the traditional cheese and pepperoni pizza is available, too, in the thin or Sicilian
While many people may enjoy having a wide style.
Though the menu offers numerous ways to
range of foods to choose from at the buffet, others may wish to choose from the extensive have a pizza, Original Italian Pizza makes sure
menu that Original Italian Pizza offers. The their customers have their pizza just the way
menu is filled with Italian favorites like strong they like it and will put almost anything on it.
"We are like Burger King, we make it the way
boli's, calzones, cannelloni, stuffed shells,
you like it," Terry said. "The cooks will practichicken marsala and calamari marinara.
Other may wish to try their "Lynchburg's cally put the kitchen sink on your pizza if you
Best" pizza. From their round and thin pizza to want."
All three locations are run by a local Italian
the Sicilian pan pizza, served thick and square,
any true Italian or other pizza loving patron will family. Tony Bitale runs the Forest location,
while his dad and uncle run the Madison
find the right pizza that will hit the spot.
Original Italian Pizza offers its thin pizza in Heights and Bedford Original Italian Pizzas.
For fast take out service or for more informamany variations such as white pizza, with
ricorta, mozzarella and no tomato sauce or the tion on "Lynchburg's Best" pizza, contact The
margherita pizza, with chunky mozzarella, gar- Original Italian Pizza and Restaurant at 434385-1886.
lic, oregano and pizza sauce.
Continued from Page B5

TIM DALTON

LOCATED ON TIMBERLAKE - Vito's Pizza is right next to Moe's Southern Style Wings and offers fun for the entire family.

Vito's: Vans bring
the pizza any place
special events. The mobile
trucks also provide a tasty
treat to the Lynchburg Hillcat
fans.
Located at 20722 Timberlake Rd. next to Moe's Southern Style Wings, Vito's pizza
offers a family environment
where employees and customers alike feel at home and
are able to experience a
unique product.
The staff at Vito's are not
only working to cook and
serve their customers, they
are doing some remodeling

Continued from Page B5

T I M DALTON

ITALY IS AROUND THE CORNER — The Original Italian Pizza place has the taste of Italy in a fine dining environment.
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Vito's Pizza is now located
on Timberlake Road near
Moe's Wings.
Vito's Pizza offers a lunch
and dinner buffet that
includes a variety of pizzas
and pastas. There are two
mobile trucks that Vito's runs
at school events such as Liberty University's Scaremare
and Lynchburg area school
sporting events. Eighty percent of Vito's business comes
from selling their product at

in order to get more people to
come in and experience their
product first hand.
They have a big screen television accompanied by surround sound and video game
machines for kids to play.
"As you go out there and
test the theory of everyone
else's food you'll find out that
we want to get peoples' attention with our buffet including
baked ziti, lasagna and fettuccini alfredo, along with
pizza. It all works together,"
said Houser.

LIBERTY UNIVERSITY THEATER PRESENTS

Admissions ancI LSAT
Strategy Seminar
At this seminar, you'll learn to successfully
navigate the law school admissions process
and gain valuable, score-raising LSAT strategies!
•
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Free Practice Test- Tuesday, 4/19 @ 6pm
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Tanning
MATT TRENT

By Emily Scheck
LIFE! REPORTER

Like many girls at her
Birmingham high school,
Michelle Benson began frequenting tanning salons during seventh grade. Tanning
every other week with her
mom quickly gave way to
part-time employment at the
salon and tanning periods
multiple times throughout
each week.
"People at school made fun
of my pasty complexion,"
Benson said. "Everybody
looks better with a tan, so
why should it matter where I
get it from?"
Shortly before leaving for
Auburn
University,
Michelle's mother noticed a
small, hard freckle on her
daughter's stomach. Benson's doctor had it removed
and sent to the lab for analysis.
Two weeks after arriving at
college, Benson's doctor
called to tell her she had been
diagnosed with malignant
melanoma, the deadliest
form of skin cancer. She was
18.
"It didn't register at first,"
Benson said. "After a while I
grew sad, but mostly scared
of what might happen next."
Doctors fear that Benson
may be part of an alarming
trend. As tanorexia—an
.obsession with looking tan
and thin-grows increasingly
prevalent, melanoma, the
most common cancer among
people ages 25 to 29, has
been linked to excessive sun
exposure during the first 10
to 19 years of life. According
to the American Academy of
Dermatology, nearly 80 per-

cent of a person's lifetime sun
exposure occurs during this
period.
Melanoma rates for women
rose 60 percent in 20 years,
reported the American Cancer Society, claiming the lives
of 8,000 people each year.
Such risks make the $5 billion tanning industry seem
cold and dangerous, yet
driven by the desire to emulate celebrities on television,
teens continueflockingto the
tanning salon.
"The influx of such popular
and sun-baked stars as Britney Spears and Christina
Aguilera is clearly influencing
the trend toward tanning for
teens," said former CosmoGirl editor-in-chief Atoosa
Rubinstein in an email to
readers.
Dressed in low slung jeans
with streaked blonde hair, 17year-old AnnaLee Calp bares
a richly bronzed belly.
"Jessica
Simpson,
Christina
Aguilera,
JLo...they're all really tan,"
said Calp, glistening after 15
minutes in the tanning bed.
Despite wrinkle warnings
and scare tactics, many teens
work hard for their bronzed
bodies. A national survey of
10,000 teenagers last year
found 89 percent of girls and
78 percent of boys actively
pursuing a tan. Thirty-five
percent of 17-yearold girls reported
using a tanning bed
in the last year.
Serving more than
one million clients
each day, the tanning
industry
counts more than
2.3 million U.S.
teenagers among
its customers.

Such disregard for a life
threatening condition creates
great concern throughout the
nation as states struggle to
determine proper regulations. California, one of 22
states placing bans or limitations on tanning, is currently
considering a bill that would
bar teens under 18 from
using tanning salons altogether.
According to Craig Miller,
M.D., Chief of Dermatology
at the VA Medical Center in
Rochester, "the short term
bronzing effects of tanning
bed use are simply not worth
the possible long-term consequences of increased skin
cancer risk and premature
aging."
Miller
further
explains that indoor tanning
bed use can increase one's
risk of malignant melanoma
by more then 55 percent.
Other risk factors for developing skin cancer include
overexposure to ultraviolet
light and excessive sun exposure during the first 18 years
of life. Fair-skinned Caucasians face four times the
risk and redheads and
blondes have a twofold to
fourfold increased risk of
developing melanoma.
What motivates these individuals to continue their
daily ritual of tanning, given
the inherent risks associated
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with this bronzing pastime?
A general lack of education, a
desire for immediate gratification and conflicting information largely contribute to
the increasingly popular tanning salon industry.
With one out of every seven
people in the United States
developing skin cancer during their life time, malignant
melanoma accounts for 75
percent of deaths from skin
cancer. Able to spread
throughout the lungs and
liver, malignant melanoma is
generally curable when diagnosed at an early stage.
The most important environmental factor in developing skin cancer is exposure to
the sun's ultraviolet rays,
which differs from UV exposure received from a tanning
bed. Tanning beds filter out
most of the suns ultraviolet B
(UVB) rays, which are
accountable for causing skin
to burn and blister. Tanning
beds predominately emit
UVA rays, which penetrate
deeper into the skin, enabling
people to get much darker in
a shorter period of time.
According to Samuel P.
Fuller, who works fro the
Plastic Surgery Associates of
Lynchburg, a day at the
beach can be achieved after
20 minutes in a tanning bed.
According to Fuller, tanning

devices give off twice as much
ultraviolet radiation as the
sun, causing more damage to
the skin's dermis layer and
weakening the immune system.
Added last year to the federal government's list of cancer-causing
substances,
ultraviolet radiation sets off a
chemical process, creating a
usable form of vitamin D.
Testing 50 subjects, all
patrons of a tanning salon,
the American Journal of
Clinical Nutrition found that
subjects who use tanning
beds maintain vitamin D
concentrations 90 percent
higher than individuals who
do not. Needed for proper
calcium absorption and bone
health, vitamin D helps the
body ward off cancer, diabetes, hypertension and
osteoporosis.
But if ultraviolet radiation
produces vitamin D, which in
turn wards off cancer, how
can tanning beds contribute
to an increase in skin cancer?
With such conflicting messages flooding the nation,
how does an individual discern what to believe?
"I hear that tanning beds
cause cancer, then I hear that
tanning actually makes you
healthier. All I really know is
that I enjoy my 15 minutes of
warmth and my ghost-like
pallor has darkened," said 19year-old Jessica Bruzzi, a
tanorexic since seventh
grade.
Claiming no data supports
the assertion that tanning
salons may contribute to rising cancer rates among
young people, nationwide
tanning representative Dan
Humiston says doctors
underplay the benefits of
moderate exposure to UV
rays.
"Parents and salons can
easily regulate themselves,"
says Humiston in a national

press release.
Pushing to outlaw the use of
tanning beds for all but
medicinal purposes, the
American Academy of Dermatology encourages parents and
teens to review the dangers of
tanning beds with their chil*
dren. Some states hope to
require parental consent for
minors wishing to tan, while
other states require a Surgeon
General's warning be placed
on every tanning device.
The result of damaged skin
trying to protect itself from
further injury, tanning can
cause discoloration of the skin
when mixed with antihista*
mines, birth control pills, cosmetics and soaps.
Yet while both smoking and
indoor tanning present
increased risks of cancer, a
new study from researchers at
the University of Colorado
Cancer Center found far fewer
restrictions on teen tanning.
While tobacco purchasers
must be 18 years of age in all
50 states, only three states
have restrictions on youth
tanning.
"While tanned skin is portrayed socially as beautiful
and healthy, teens are putting
themselves at risk for serious
health problems," said Robert
Dellavalle, M.D., assistant
professor at the CU School of
Medicine.
As the tanning industry
continues to grow, teens must
consider the risks of a yearround, golden tan. Although
increased levels of vitamin D
are beneficial„doctors recommend supplements as a safer
source of this necessary mineral.
"You get plenty of UV light
in your normal daily activities," said Dr. Alex Gross, formerly of the Georgia Dermatology Center. "With UV radiation known to be a carcinogen,
there's no reason to go to a
tanning bed."
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Session I M a y 19 - J u n e 21
Session li J u n e 27 - J u l y 28

Whipped Potatoes • Gfeen (Jeans • Sweet Potato
Casserole • Corn Pudding • Cole Slaw • Cinnamon
Apples • Biscuits • Assorted Desserts •
Assorted Beverages
All Items offered for one inclusive price
Adults t VI 0 0 ' Children unrtor 12 W.uo • 2 and under FREE

Private rooms available for Wedding Receptions,
Rehearsal Dinners, Birthday Dinners and Business
Retreats.
Separate Menus Available
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university of north Carolina W i l m i n g t o n
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For more information, call 910.962.3243 or 910.962.3876 or 800.589.2829,
e-mail summer@uncw.edu or visit our web site www.uncw.edu/summsch
UNCW is an oqual oppoi timiiy/tif lii nmtivu acliun i n s t i t u t i o n .
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Run to the Sweet 16
This Liberty University Lady Flames team will be remembered as more than just
a group that made a run deep into the NCAA Tournament. Rather, this special collection of women will be looked upon as hard workers, willing to pay the price of
patience and hard work to eventually gain the ultimate college basketball prize: a
trip to the Sweet 16.
This is a collection of photos by Liberty University photographer Les Schofer, as
he followed what would turn out to be one of the most magical and unforgettable
seasons, not just in Liberty University's history, but in the history of Women's
NCAA basketball. Congratulations Lady Flames!
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